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The purpose of this technical research note is to provide the methodology for creating the key indicators
for the Office of Head Start’s Grantee Performance Management System (GPMS) through the use of
Performance Measures (PMs). The methodology used has been used within the regulatory compliance
field for the past 40 years. Because of the nature of regulatory compliance data being extremely
skewed, dichotomization of data is needed in order to accent the differences between low, mediocre,
substantial and high compliant programs/grantees. The following chart depicts the PMs correlations
(phi coefficients) with overall regulatory compliance (RC) and CLASS scores (ES, CO, IS).
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ES
-.21
.41
--.59
.26
.32
.25
.32
.37
.25
.03
--.10
.46
.21
-.25
----.52
.25
.32
---

CO
-.05
.69*
--.17
.10
.99*
-.05
.08
.69*
-.05
-.08
--.10
.99*
.05
.05
----.69*
.99*
.08
---

IS
-.13
.87*
--.36
.43
.41
.40
.41
.58*
.40
-.19
--.24
.73*
.13
-.40
----.73*
.40
.41
---

RC
.27
.71*
.27
.52*
.34
.44*
.36
.49*
.53*
.16
.26
.21
.21
.56*
.42*
----.16
.56*
.44*
.38*
.28

*p < .05

The CLASS scores are based upon 20 observations and the regulatory compliance scores are based upon
44 observations and are all from FA2 reviews.
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The Key Indicator Methodology has recently been highlighted in a very significant Federal
Office of Child Care publication series on Contemporary Licensing Highlights. In that Brief the
Key Indicator Methodology is described as part of a differential monitoring approach along with
the risk assessment methodology. Because of the potential increased interest in the Key
Indicator Methodology, a brief update regarding the technical details of the methodology is
warranted. For those readers who are interested in the historical development of Key Indicators I
would suggest they download the resources available at the end of the paper.
This brief paper provides the technical and statistical updates for the key indicator methodology
based upon the latest research in the field related to licensing and quality rating & improvement
systems (QRIS). The examples will be drawn from the licensing research but all the reader
needs to do is substitute “rule” for “standard” and the methodology holds for QRIS.
Before proceeding with the technical updates, let me review the purpose and conceptual
underpinning of the Key Indicator Methodology. Key Indicators generated from the
methodology are not the rules that have the highest levels of non-compliance nor are they the
rules that place children most at risk of mortality or morbidity. Key Indicators are generally
somewhere in the middle of the pack when it comes to non-compliance and risk assessment. The
other important conceptual difference between Key Indicators and risk assessment is that only
Key Indicators statistically predict or are predictor rules of overall compliance with all the rules
for a particular service type. Risk assessment rules do not predict anything other than a group of
experts has rated these rules as high risk for children’s mortality/morbidity if not complied with.
Something that both Key Indicators and risk assessment have in common is through their use one
will save time in their monitoring reviews because you will be looking at substantially fewer
rules. But it is only with Key Indicators that you can statistically predict additional compliance
or non-compliance; this is not the case with risk assessment in which one is only looking at those
rules which are a state’s high risk rules. And this is where differential monitoring comes into
play by determining which programs are entitled to either Key Indicators and/or risk assessment
for more abbreviated monitoring reviews rather than full licensing reviews (the interested reader
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should see the Contemporary Licensing Series on Differential Monitoring, Risk Assessment and
Key Indicators published by the Office of Child Care.

Technical and Statistical Framework

One of the first steps in the Key Indicator Methodology is to sort the licensing data into high and
low groups, generally the highest and lowest licensing compliance with all the rules can be used
for this sorting. Frequency data will be obtained on those programs in the top level (usually top
20-25%) and the bottom level (usually the bottom 20-25%). The middle levels are not used for
the purposes of these analyses. These two groups (top level & the bottom level) are then
compared to how each program scored on each child care rule (see Figure 1). In some cases,
especially where there is very high compliance with the rules and the data are extremely skewed,
it may be necessary to use all those programs that are in full (100%) compliance with all the
rules as the high group. The next step is to look at each rule and determine if it is in compliance
or out of compliance with the rule. This result is cross-referenced with the High Group and the
Low Group as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Once the data are sorted in the above matrix, the following formula (Figure 2) is used to
determine if the rule is a key indicator or not by calculating its respective Key Indicator
coefficient. Please refer back to Figure 1 for the actual placement within the cells. The legend
(Figure 3) below the formula shows how the cells are defined.
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Figure 2 – Formula for Fiene Key Indicator Coefficient

Figure 3 – Legend for the Cells within the Fiene Key Indicator Coefficient
A = High Group + Programs in Compliance on Specific Rule.
B = High Group + Programs out of Compliance on Specific Rule.
C = Low Group + Programs in Compliance on Specific Rule.
D = Low Group + Programs out of Compliance on Specific Rule.
W = Total Number of Programs in Compliance on Specific Rule.
X = Total Number of Programs out of Compliance on Specific Rule.
Y = Total Number of Programs in High Group.
Z = Total Number of Programs in Low Group.

Once the data are run through the formula in Figure 2, the following chart (Figure 4) can be used
to make the final determination of including or not including the rule as a key indicator. Based
upon the chart in Figure 4, it is best to have a Key Indicator Coefficient approaching +1.00
however that is rarely attained with licensing data but has occurred in more normally distributed
data.
Continuing with the chart in Figure 4, if the Key Indicator Coefficient is between +.25 and -.25,
this indicates that the indicator rule is unpredictable in being able to predict overall compliance
with the full set of rules. Either a false positive in which the indicator appears too often in the
low group as being in compliance, or a false negative in which the indicator appears too often in
the high group as being out of compliance. This can occur with Key Indicator Coefficients
above +.25 but it becomes unlikely as we approach +1.00 although there is always the possibility
that other rules could be found out of compliance. Another solution is to increase the number of
key indicator rules to be reviewed but this will cut down on the efficiency which is desirable and
the purpose of the key indicators.
The last possible outcome with the Key Indicator Coefficient is if it is between -.26 and -1.00,
this indicates that the indicator is a terrible predictor because it is doing just the opposite of the
decision we want to make. The indicator rule would predominantly be in compliance with the
low group rather than the high group so it would be statistically predicting overall noncompliance. This is obviously something we do not want to occur.
Figure 5 gives the results and decisions for a QRIS system. The thresholds in a QRIS system are
increased dramatically because QRIS standard data are less skewed than licensing data and a
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more stringent criterion needs to be applied in order to include particular standards as Key
Indicators.

Figure 4 – Thresholds for the Fiene Key Indicators for Licensing Rules
Key Indicator Range

Characteristic of Indicator

Decision

(+1.00) – (+.26)

Good Predictor

Include

(+.25) – (-.25)

Unpredictable

Do not Include

(-.26) – (-1.00)

Terrible Predictor

Do not Include

Figure 5 – Thresholds for the Fiene Key Indicators for QRIS Standards
Key Indicator Range

Characteristic of Indicator

Decision

(+1.00) – (+.76)

Good Predictor

Include

(+.75) – (-.25)

Unpredictable

Do not Include

(-.26) – (-1.00)

Terrible Predictor

Do not Include

________________________________________________________
RESOURCES AND NOTES
For those readers who are interested in finding out more about the Key Indicator Methodology and the
more recent technical updates as applied in this paper in actual state examples, please see the following
publication:
Fiene (2014). ECPQIM4©: Early Childhood Program Quality Indicator Model4, Middletown: PA;
Research Institute for Key Indicators LLC (RIKI). (http://drfiene.wordpress.com/riki-reports-dmlmaecpqim4/)
In this book of readings/presentations are examples and information about differential monitoring, risk
assessment, key indicators, validation, measurement, statistical dichotomization of data, and regulatory
paradigms. This publication delineates the research projects, studies, presentations, & reports completed
during 2013-14 in which these updates are drawn from.
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Observatory
Child and residential care facility regulations ranked by the Fiene key
indicator methodology_Supplementary Analysis
FROM:

Fraser Health, Population Health Observatory

TO:

Oonagh Tyson, Director, Health Protection; Amy Lubik, CCFL, Policy Analyst, HEPHU

CC:

Rahul Chhokar, Manager, Population Health Observatory; Emily Newhouse, MHO, Health Protection;

DATE:

Jan 23, 2020

REQUEST: To repeat the Fiene key indicator methodology using the ‘First Inspection’ sample selection approach
on 2018/19 fiscal data (“supplementary analysis”), with the intention of using the most recent fiscal
period with complete inspection data (2018/19) to generate the ‘Key Indicators’ for the project
moving forward. Findings will be compared to the 2017/18 fiscal period results and the results of the
former analysis on 2014/15 fiscal data (both provided in previous report).

SUMMARY


Following the project team meeting on January 13, 2020, the decision was made to proceed with the
“First Inspection” approach, whereby the Fiene Coefficients are calculated based on inspections during a
single fiscal period, with the following conditions/exceptions:
o Where multiple inspections have taken place in the fiscal period, only the first inspection was
used
o When a facility did not have an inspection during the fiscal period being analyzed, the first
inspection occurring in the subsequent fiscal period was used (if available*)



Fiene coefficients were calculated for each of 249 regulations, and “good predictors” were identified (see
APPENDIX B for more detail).



Child Care and Residential Care licensing inspection data from Data from April 1, 2018 to January 13,
2020* were extracted from Healthspace and included in this supplementary analysis.
*note: inspection data incomplete for 2019/20 fiscal period
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KEY FINDINGS:
Table 1. Regulations identified as “good predictors” (Fiene Coefficient of ≥ .26) of overall compliance by facility
type: Childcare (left) and Residential care (right). Two recent fiscal periods are compared, in addition to
previous findings from 2017.

*note: inspection data incomplete for 2019/20 fiscal period
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APPENDIX A: Background (adapted from the 2017 request memo)
The Fiene key indicator methodology is highlighted in a Federal Office of Child Care publication series on
contemporary licensing highlights as part of a differential monitoring approach along with the risk assessment
methodology. Key Indicators statistically predict or are predictor rules of overall compliance with all the rules for
a particular service type1.
The health protection department is looking to more efficiently track child and residential care compliance by
monitoring the regulations that are the best predictors for the facilities in the Fraser Health authority. There are
currently 271 regulations applicable to childcare facilities and 473 regulations applicable to residential facilities.

APPENDIX B: Methodology (adapted from the 2017 request memo)


An extract from Healthspace was provided by the Health Protection department containing all the
monitored childcare and residential facilities inspections from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2019 and
whether they passed each individual regulation.



Around 80% of facilities had more than one inspection during the two year study period. As a result, three
approaches to selecting inspections for analysis were performed and compared:
Approach

Rationale

“First Inspection”

To replicate the methodology of the original analysis
performed in 2017. Provides a more ‘cross sectional’
picture of compliance at the inspection level.

Select only the first inspection in the study period
“Most Violations”
Select only the inspection with the most violations
“Inspections Combined”
Combine all violations across all inspections for a given
facility.

Maintains independence of observations, and mitigates
bias (see “Inspections Combined”). Compares
compliance at the inspection level.
Summarizes compliance at the facility level. Consistent
with the Fiene methodology whereby facilities are
ranked to identify ‘high compliance’ vs. ‘low
compliance’. However, may introduce selection bias:
facilities with multiple inspections may be more likely
to have a greater number of regulations violated and
thus receive a low compliance ranking.

The following figure represents these three approaches visually:
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The facilities were sorted into quartiles (25%) based on their compliance across all the regulations. Only

facilities
with
level
(top 25%)
and
lowesttolevel
(bottom
25%) of compliance
were included in
1. Research
Institute
forthe
Keyhighest
Indicators.
Technical
Detail
Updates
the Fiene
Key Indicator
Methodology,
January 2015.
these analyses.


Based on the results for the highest level and lowest level of facilities, the following matrix (Figure 1) was
calculated for each individual regulation:



The Fiene key indicator coefficient was then calculated for each regulation based on the following
formula: ɸ=((A*D)-(B*C)) ÷ √ W*X*Y*Z



The Fiene coefficient for each regulation was categorized based on figure 2. All the regulations that were
in the range of being good predictors were kept and summarized in the results.
Figure 2: Thresholds for the Fiene Key Indicators for Licensing Rules



Key Indicator Range

Characteristic of Indicator

Decision

(+1.00) – (+.26)

Good Predictor

Include

(+.25) – (-.25)

Unpredictable

Do not Include

(-.26) – (-1.00)

Terrible Predictor

Do not Include

SAS and Microsoft Excel were used for these analyses.
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